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Introduction  
 

Dear New Puppy Parent: 
 
Training your puppy to go the bathroom 

outside can seem like such an 

overwhelming task.   

With this document you just downloaded, 

you will learn the simplest technique for 

house training your puppy.  With a proper 

routine, your puppy will soon learn that he 

should relieve himself outside and no other 

place.   

The key is all in the routine and sticking 

with it! 

Happy House Training, 

Heather Gaida 
Owner & Founder 
Trusty Tails Pet Care 
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Understanding the Basics 

Your Puppy’s Behaviors 
When you bring your puppy home, it is important to understand he does not know you do not want him to 

go the bathroom in your home, on your couch, or on your carpet.  He does not understand his boundaries yet 

and you still need to teach him.  

You want to train your puppy that going to the bathroom in the house is not a desired behavior.  Let’s face it, 

accidents will happen.  The key is to catch him in the act of having an accident.  When you do, a correction is 

necessary.  You can give him a stern and loud “no” and take him outside.   If you don’t notice the accident 

until after the fact, it is not effective to scold him afterwards, as he won’t understand and will just be 

confused. 

Your Puppy’s Bladder Boundaries 

8-16 Weeks  
Puppies can hold it up to 2 hours. 

16 Weeks 
A puppy can generally hold it up to 4 hours. 

4-6 Months 
A puppy can hold it between 5-6 hours.  At this point in time, it may seem like your puppy is almost trained.  

He is, but he’s just easily distracted and sometimes forgets he needs to go outside instead of inside. 

6-12 Months 
A puppy’s bladder can hold it for 7-8 hours.  However, males tend to raise their legs on furniture and females 

can go into heat.  At this point, you may want to consider spaying/neutering your puppy. 

12-24 Months 
By now, hopefully, you have established success with house training.  If you haven’t seen success yet, keep at 

the training, they’ll get it soon. 

Your Puppy’s Size/Breed 
It is important to note the size and breed of your puppy.  Larger dogs tend to house train quicker.  Due to 

smaller digestive systems, smaller dogs usually have to go the bathroom more frequently than larger dogs.  

Make sure to watch your puppy closely as they can sneak off into corners and behind furniture and eliminate 

and you not even notice. 
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Creating Your Puppy’s Environment 

The Safari Crate or “Home” 
The key is to finding a means of prevention.  May I introduce what some refer to as the Safari Crate, but what 

I prefer to call the puppy’s “house” or “home”.  This home is where your puppy will eat, sleep, relax, and 

spend a great deal of time in the beginning days and weeks he is with you. 

You see, a dog’s natural instinct is to keep his living quarters clean.  Just like you and I, a dog does not like to 

sleep and eat where he goes to the bathroom.  Thus, a small living space to which a puppy cannot leave and a 

scheduled routine of feeding, bathroom breaks, and proper care are all means for a perfect scenario. 

Don’t Feel Guilty 
Some people have a hard time with the idea of keeping a puppy in a crate all day. Some may even call it cruel. 

Rest assured, it’s not.  Do you think a dog in the wild will lay down in the middle of an open field to rest for 

the evening?  I think not, he will find a corner, a cave 

or a nook to sleep, a place where he can feel safe and 

secure.  My very own dog spends a good portion of 

the day sleeping under my chair while at my computer 

and at night sleeps under my bed.   The crate will 

become your puppy’s safe haven, his cave, and 

provide him the sense of security and protection he 

needs and desires. 

My dog learned to love his crate and goes there on his 

own when he is tired, wants to escape from the chaos 

of my children or wants to be left alone to enjoy his 

treats or toys.  It is his home, his own space.  To the 

left, here is a picture of Bailey, a sitter’s dog, happily 

resting in her ‘house’. 

If this still doesn’t make you feel good about using a 

crate, know that if you follow this simple technique, it 

will only be for a short period of time.  By using this 

technique you are preventing accidents in the house 

and repetition of your puppy doing his business 

outside. 
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The Training Schedule 
Follow this 24-hour schedule for at least two weeks (times are simply an estimation) so that he learns 

through prevention and repetition. 

Walk #1 at 7am 
Immediately, in the morning first thing, take him out of his house and pick him up. Carry him directly 

outside.  He’s been in his house all night and hopefully clean, and should do his business right away.  Make 

sure to give him a treat when he does. 

Return to your home and as a reward allow him to play freely, but only in the kitchen.  You can use a child’s 

gate as a barrier if you choose.  He shouldn’t have freedom of the whole house yet.  Allow him this freedom 

while you are preparing and eating breakfast. Feed him his breakfast, and afterwards, take him out 

immediately.  

If he doesn’t go to the bathroom while you are outside, return him to his crate, wait a bit and then take him 

outside again for another chance at going the bathroom. 

After you come back inside, return him to his house.  Remember to say “go home”.  He should remain in his 

house until about 11am-1200pm. 

Walk#2 at 11-12pm 
Open the crate and pick him up. Carry him directly outside. Make sure to give him a treat when he does his 

business or return him to his crate if he does not. 

Once he goes to the bathroom outside, 

give him a treat. Bring him inside, and 

let him enjoy time in the kitchen.  At 

this time, you may also choose to feed 

him lunch, but remember to take him 

out after each meal. 

After playtime, it’s a quick potty break 

outside and back into his house to rest 

until about 4-5pm.   

Walk#3 at 4-5pm 
Dinner time!  Feed him his dinner 

inside his house.  Once he has finished 

eating, take him outside.  Once he does 

his business, give him a treat and bring 

him back inside for some playtime.  Allow him freedom in the kitchen to play. Remember, if you are not 

watching him, he should go back in his house because he will go behind a couch or in the corner and have an 

accident when you least expect it. 
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Walk #4 and #5 at 8pm & Before Bedtime 
A trip outside around 8pm and again before bedtime. 

As your puppy improves with this routine and accidents keep to a minimum, you can slowly introduce more 

of your space in your home for him to roam.  I do not recommend giving him full access right away as it’s easy 

for a puppy to get overwhelmed, excited, and distracted with things and easily find that corner to poop in or 

that chair to pee behind.   

Eventually, you may be able to get rid of the crate, but you may find that your dog really loves his ‘home’ and 

goes there even when he doesn’t have to.  You may even find it a plus to be able to say “go home” to your 

dog when you have someone at the door and don’t need him underfoot. 

Helpful Tips for Success 

1. Always take your puppy outside after he eats. 

 

2. No food or water after 6pm: This keeps the belly empty and eliminates any extra urges to 

go the bathroom when he is sleeping. 

 

3. Watch for Bathroom Signals:  During playtime in the kitchen, make sure to keep an eye out 

for circling around or going to the door, as your pup may be signaling he has to go to the bathroom. 

 

4. Occasional Accidents Happen:  Let’s face it, accidents happen and may happen during 

playtime.  The key is to catch him in the act of having an accident.  When you do, a correction is 

necessary.  You can give him a stern and loud “no” and 

take him outside.   If you don’t notice the accident until 

after the fact, it does no good to scold him afterwards, 

as he won’t understand and will just be confused. 

 

5. Train to him to go on command:  Best thing I 

ever taught my dog!  To go on command when I say 

“hurry up!”, he immediately sniffs for a spot.  This 

comes in handy when you’re going for that long car 

ride.  Say “hurry up” “do your business” “bombs away” 

or whatever term you like, over and over while he is 

going the bathroom. 

 

6. Mid-day potty breaks should be about 4 

hours apart if you are away or at work and are using a 

pet sitter. 

7.  
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8. Crate your puppy when not watching him: Always put your puppy in his house when 

you are not watching him.  This will prevent him from having accidents and will also keep him out of 

trouble. 

 

9. “Go Home”: Use this term when you want your puppy to return to his crate.  As he enters his 

crate, hand him a treat.  He will quickly learn he earns a treat when he is told to “go home” and 

returns to his crate.  We no longer use a crate in my home, but my dog knows “go home” to mean 

return to the house as the entire house is now his ‘home’.  

 

10. Paper Training and Wee Pads:  Unless you plan to always provide a pad for your puppy to 

go on in the house forever and ever, I do not recommend them.  If you allow your puppy to do his 

business in your home and on a pad, you are training him that it is ‘ok’ to go inside and that this is 

the behavior you desire.  Once you have trained him to go inside your home, it is terribly hard to 

reverse the behavior and quite confusing for your puppy. 

Trusty Tails – Our Puppy Tails Care  
Let our Puppy Professionals care for your pup while you are away. 

Housebreaking 
We will help maintain a proper housebreaking routine with a consistent and reliable schedule. You decide on 

the technique and we will follow your lead. 

Beginning Leash Walking 
All walks include work on loose leash walking. 

Commands 
We are not trainers, however, we will practice commands such as “sit”, “down”, “stay”, and “wait” with your 

puppy. We will even help to teach basic etiquette such as “no bite” or “no jumping”. You let us know which 

ones you want and we’ll do our best to continue with the same techniques you are using. 

Companionship 
As with any of our Trusty Tails companions—Lots of Love and Affection! 

Feeding 
We will feed your puppy lunch or snack if part of the routine/schedule. 

Exercise 
We will make sure your puppy gets a bit of exercise during the day including walks, playing with toys, and 

fetch. 

Socialization 
Once your puppy has all the necessary shots, we will introduce him/her to a few play buddies during the day. 

Two Visits per Day 
We recommend two visits per day approximately 4-hours apart. 
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A Trusty Tails Sitter’s Story: What happens during a Puppy Visit? 

In the words of a Trusty Tails Puppy Professional: 

“I think most would agree that there’s not 

much in this world cuter than a puppy. The 

floppy ears… the squishy face… those eyes! 

Oh, and did I mention the unconditional 

love?  

Proper care and training are so 

important.  Trusty Tails puppy visits are 

typically twice a day, about four hours 

apart, and the focus is on fun, fun, fun! 

When I arrive, it usually takes me a 

moment to recover from the cuteness. 

Then it’s on to a bathroom break outside. 

Depending on the parents’ requests, we’ll 

spend most of our time outside enjoying 

all the new sights and sounds, or we come 

back in for some lunch and indoor 

playtime. Potty training is the secret to a 

harmonious home, so our mission is to 

teach your pup good manners during our 

Trusty Tails puppy visits. If you have a 

method we should follow, we’ll 

accommodate your needs. Otherwise, we 

do our best to teach them that they should do their thing outside, as opposed to on your new rug. 

And we cannot say enough about the importance of getting your little one on a schedule. 

Consistency is key! 

During lunchtime, I try to touch the puppy and put my hands near the bowl, just to let them know 

that it’s okay to have someone nearby while they’re eating. It’s all theirs; no need to protect the 

yumminess. Once the tummy is full, we move on to the important stuff…playtime! This is where a 

puppy’s adorableness is fully allowed to shine. We bounce, we chase, and we romp! Afterwards, 

your puppy is (hopefully) tuckered out and ready for a nap. After all, a tired puppy is a happy puppy! 

Most pet parents keep their little one in a crate when no one is home. So, back in the crate we go, 

with a treat if we have mom and dad’s permission. 

A few hours later, we’re back to do it all over again! Seriously, is there anything better than a 

puppy?”  
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Contact Us 
 

Address: Trusty Tails Pet Care 

PO Box 1150 

Hoboken, NJ 07030 

 

Phone:   201.446.1559 

 

Email:  bark@trustytails.com 

 

Web:  www.trustytails.com/contact 

 

 

Let’s Get Social 
 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/trustytails 

 

Google+: https://plus.google.com/+Trustytailspetcare 

 

Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/trustytails 

 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/3090378 

 

Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/trustytails 

 

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/TrustyTails 

 

Yelp!:  http://www.yelp.com/biz/trusty-tails-hoboken-2 
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